Although Ursinus is primarily known for its tradition of scholarship and academic achievement, it goes the distance in many other facets of the collegiate life. One of the most important aspects in which Ursinus excels is clubs and organizations. Ursinus students are involved in an array of activities ranging from service to athletics. Students can find a club or an organization to fulfill any interest that they may develop. For the non-competitive athletes still looking for a physical challenge, Ursinus offers many intramural sports such as men’s and women’s rugby. There are also organizations for those looking to expand their global awareness and knowledge of other cultures. Many clubs at Ursinus help prepare students for post-baccalaureate work and professional schools. In addition to providing service within the community, Ursinus students often join clubs which focus on working with those with special needs as well as environment. The yearbook, newspaper, and the literary magazine provide students with an opportunity to express their creative side. With all these options, Ursinus students can have a rewarding academic career as well as a satisfying extracurricular experience.

Going Together
S.C.U.B.A. Dive Team

Officers: Chris Kriegner, Robert Gray, Heather Nalesnik, Nate Uber

Southeast Asian Student Association

Officers: Tricia Dunn, Reemtu Maroo, Preethy Eddy, Ngoc Hanh Tran
Mohammad Abdo, Prianka De, Aesha Desai, Chaitanya Desai, David Evans, Tyrone Fain, Alain Fernandes, Violet Fernandes, Jennifer Geesler, Soo Ham, Salita Kaitha, Kelley Kirkman, Maria Camela Lazo, John Mathew, Mariam Mumtaz, Tiffany Nguyen, Shawn Park, Anish Patel, Rahul Patri, Michael Pomanie, Manal Shehabi, Dharmeh Sheth, Mona Singh, Nipun Sun, Sally Tsang, Joelle Turner

Student Emergency Response Volunteers (SERV)

Officers: Megan Guziewicz, Rebecca Mersky
Chris Kriegner, Susan Solimine, Alexis Howell, Susan Klidea, Johanna Nash, Joe Spanier, Michael Romeo, Mary Ann Murrow, John Millili, Andrew Reber, Matthew Mount, Rick Roberts, Garth McClune, Angela Interrante, Michelle Noreski, Bethany Stitt, Stephanie Tammany, Christina Abreu, Kimberly Dallosio, Sara Skinner, Matthew Keck, Carolynne Juniewicz, Roxanne Baten, Jeffrey Adler, Brian Marks, Mona Singh, Giuseppe Guglielmello, Jessica Soto, JennaLyn Ryckebusch, Emily Gillis, Tyrone Fain, Fallow Wilson, Tiffany Nguyen, Brooke Swalm, Jennifer Katz, Mike Roberts
Best Buddies
Michelle Janelsins, Olatokunbo Laniya, Mary Slim, Lynn Schwarting, Cara Bont Davis, Pam Carpenter, Bethany Stitt, Victoria Scheinfeld, Dorothy Rowles, Duanne Todd, Deresee Getnet, Melissa Martynenko, Nora Caballo, Rick Schott, Desiree Lassiter, Nikema Carter, Christina Ng, Casey Alvaian, Ellen Calhoun, Julia Campbell, Nicole Boroccio, Lauren Segal, Carla D'Olio, Amy Hollaman, Jessica Brown, Gabriela Stitelier, Violet Fernandes, Danny Williams, Lisa Jones, Michelle Noreski, Aviva Strauss, Robin Wright, Steph Focht, Cindy Takacs, Sara Skinner, Meghan Parris, Julie Dous, Kristie Bruno, Vicky Appleman, Preethy Eddy, Elizabeth Drobot Blair, Kristy Mancioni, Michelle Hornbaker, Monica Delaney, Heather Kaczor, Heather Pugh, Carrie Lookenbill, Salita Kaishta, Rachael Swyrmer, Julie Micklos, Heather Nalesnik

Spanish Club
Officers: Tricia Dunn, Maura Strauman, Lauren Vitulli, Alicia Morgans, Vance Whitfield
Giuseppe Guglielmello, Deborah Stickney, Raquel Pidal, Jacquelyn Roberts, Omar Rivera, Andrea Mountney, Shawn Park, Kelly Horst, Jenni Smagala, Christina Straub, Brooke Swaim, Tonya Towlles, Meghan Parris, Desiree Cinelli, Yan Liang, Victoria Evereklian, Jessica Brown

World Cultures Club
Layali Eshquidef, Ghadir Eshquadeif, Andreas Engel, Derya Sarsilmaz, Debora Sarmento, Jullien Seafoes, Alex Campbell, Manal Shehab, Alex Sanchez, Jessica Stewart, Hector Cordero, Vicky Everklian, Soo Ham, Takashi Torii, Fwaryong Chong, Mee-Jee Lee, Aya Soto, Maria Rivera, Jessica Brown, Amy Hollaman, Jeff Giordano, Robert Battle, Rich Schott, Tom Byrum, Arieene Abrego, Katia Deriabina, Cedria McMillian
Students For Creative Anachronism

Officers: Alissa White, Larissa Gordon, William Hodge, Kelly Tessena
Matt Miller, Matt Keck, Shaina Shmeltzle, Dan Bruno, Danielle Dekovitch, LeeAnn Rafferty

Athletic Training Club

Officers: Bridget Young, Lisa Bonavita, Joe Boger, Danielle Redding
Desiree Lassiter, Heather Puh, Lauren Segal, Tina Favellio, Jon McConnell, Jenn Langley, Jonell Pollarin, Katie McGee

Sankofa Umoja Nia

Glenda Blake, Stephanie Bradberry, Branden Brooks, Jessica Brown, Danielle Bronson, Lauren Bullock, Alexander Campbell, Karina Campbell, Brandi Carey, Christopher Carrington, Joy Conway, Sabrina Edwards, David Evans, Edward Ford, Diana Garcia-Acero, Kevin Hankins, Daniel Hicks, Kelly Ireland, Leilani King, Kimberly Lankford, Desiree Lassiter, Syreea Dixon, Harry Michel, Cedria McMillian, Felicia McNeil, Kelly Moore, N'Namdee Nelson, Stacey Newsome, Ethel Richards, Maria Rivera, Omar Rivera, Kahlila Skipper, Carlyn Skipworth, Joshua Smedley, Jerel Smith, Monique Spencer, Shannon Strickland, Brooke Taliaferro, Candace Thomas, Lotonia Tiggett, Angela Tucker, Hanh Tran, Tasheia Walker, Maevea Waston-Bey, Nykima Weary, Vance Whifield, Rayrickie Whitney-Owens, Danielle Williams, Michael Wilson, Eboni Woodard, Georelle Wright, Sarah Yeman, Robert Battle, Michelle Beadle
Association of Latino Students Motivated to Achieve

Officers: Omar Rivera, Maria Rivera, Jennifer Gessler, Christina Vargas, Latonia Tiggett
Tonya Towles, Nuria Carabello, Diana Garcia-Acero, Molly George, Victor Rodriguez, Marie N. Santoro, Kimberly Lankford, Jaisa Alicea, Kelli Moore, Emily Maksimak, Jeffrey Garcia, Vance Whitefield

ESS Club

Officers: Amber Frame, Allison Wagner, Bridget Young
Lauren Segal, Robert Johnson, Erony Whyte, Jumaah Johnson, Marfel Ortiz, Jennifer Langley, Amanda Bushe, Kristen Torkelson, Mary Shull, Heather Pugh, Nicholas Gannett, Annamarie King, Matthew Ritchie, Lauren Carrescia, Kristen Reed, Desiree Yuhasz, Elizabeth Munn, Danielle Redding, Arin Carratello, Jennifer Fouse, Cara Goldberg, Daniel McGovern, Megan Peck, Melissa Latorra, Mark Hineman, Vaughn Smith, Joshua Kistner, Danielle Velez, Amanda Mroello, Kelly McCloskey, Naquan Williams, Cedri McMillian, MaryKaren Kearney, Nicole Taormina, Candace Welfens, Meghan Rooney, Brittany Belfigio, Victor Rodriguez, Christopher Weir, Adam Harbaugh, Rohit Rejoria, Lauren Bullock, Jacqueline Siakoper

Blue Skies

Officers: Becky Hill, Patty Ruby, Vicki Scheinfeld, Becky Wilson
Brett Scipioni, Jenni Smagala, Melissa D’Lamdo, Brandie Salenetri, Eileen Duffy, Amy Follweiler, Erica Schmaitls, Emily Baltz, Lauren Morton, Dorothy Rowles, Salita Kaitha, Maura Strauman
Table Tennis

Officers: Layali Eshqaidef, Yan Ling Liang, Ghadir Eshqaidef, Geoff Holtzman
Casey McCullough, Desiree Cinelli, Sarat Duggirala, Nour Moghrabi, Joshua Smedley, Joanne Brosh, Cory Spangler, Laura Long, Mark Wolfrey, Gabriela Stiteler

Campus Activities Board

Officers: Kelly Byrne, Allison Wagner, Bridget Young, Debbie Stickney, Jennifer Repetto, Dean Edwards, Amanda Buscher, Megan Rooney
Megan Aiello, Diana Aria, Shane Borer, Doug Budzyn, Rich Collins, Kim Daloisio, Prianka De, Christine Fencenko, Michelle Fontaine, Chris Hartl, Meghan Jarrett, Gregory Keresztury, Tia Larese, Heather Lesher, Christy Maurer, Andrew Reber, Rick Roberts, Sara Skinner, Vaneesha Vallabh, Lauren Wasilauski, Rachel Zeigler

Gay Straight Alliance (GSA)

Advisor: Domenick Scudera
Officers: Michael Pomante, Kelley Kirkman, Michael Donato, Jay Richards, Jennifer Gessler
Leslie Hoffman, Edward Gildea, Roger Florka, Nathan Rosen, Lisa Gillon, Geoffrey Keim, Haley Turney, Loic Mainguy, Emily Gillis, David Evans, April Eakin, Rebecca Moyer, Richard Schott, Amy Holliman, Jessica Brown, Meredith Saba, Roxanne Baten, Hanh Tran, MariaCamela Lazo, Alexis Howell, Jonathan Coller, Preethy Eddy, Angela Interrante, Sarah Smith, Dennis Kearney, Laura Long, Gabriela Stiteler, Matt Bunczk, Sarah New, Annemarie Santilli
Pi Nu Epsilon
James Albert, Jocelyn Erickson, Anne Flannery, Molly George, Megan Hemperly, Chad Hogg, Carolynne Juniewicz, Faith Lockner, Natalie MacConnell, Christopher Maurer, Patrick McFalls, Ryan Michaluk, Bradley Molnar, Theresa Moser, Stephanie Perkins, Ciara Rodgers, Lisa Simpkins, Maura Strauman, Amy Williams, Rachel Zeigler, Amy Zieser

Grizzly Newspaper Staff
Officers: Ann Antanavage, Cornota Harkins Tammy Scherer, Christina Abreu, Julia Campbell, Sarah Napolitan, Meghan Beck, Sarah Ewald, Kelly Gray, Susan Goll, Christine Ginty, Emily Callaghan, Fallon Szarko, Sean Killeen, Christopher Lorenzo

Escape Velocity
Officers: Lynn Schwarting, Dana Mazzenga, Faith Lockner, Annie Lai Jennifer Nolan, Daniel Bruno, Arrie Callahan, Michelle Kiker, Samantha Lyons, Amanda Ripley, Debora Sarmento, Nina Simoncavage
Class of 2002
Officers
President: Brandon Brooks
Vice President: Andrew Geissler
Treasurer: Joe Pope
Secretary: Amber Natale
Social Chair: Dave Lecher

Class of 2003
Officers
President: Liza Woltjen
Vice President: Megan Restine
Treasurer: Ed Ford
Secretary: Perry Kulman

Class of 2004
Officers
President: Joseph Spanier
Vice President: Leslie Carter
Treasurer: John Cicchetti
Secretary: Julie Micklos
Class of 2005
Officers

President: Nicole Beck
Vice President: Sara Kessler
Treasurer: Dana Fillo
Secretary: Jennifer Bolton
Social Chair: Jacquelyn Roberts

USGA
Officers

President: Heather Potts
Vice President: Dave Brown
Treasurer: Travis Roop
Recording Secretary: Kelly Rothermel
Corresponding Secretary: Melanie Brown
Historian: Krista Bailey

RHA
Officers: Leigh Maggi, Katie Mullen, Michelle Fontaine, Eilleen Duffy
Terri Wennert, Lauren McNamee, Andrew Reber, Diana Aria, Doug Budzyn, Crystal Parsons, Laura Bickert, Meghan Bryant, Susan Patton, Amy Garber, Kristine Swartz, Lauren Sagal, Carla D'Olio, Brittany Mentzer, Kathleen Rogers
Voices in Praise


Men's Rugby Club

Shane Borer, Doug Budzyn, Alex Campbell, Jon Coller, Tim D'Andrea, Joe Davido, Dean Edwards, Robert Farley, Dong Gallo, Jared Good, Lyle Hemphill, Mike Lane, Bob Lemma, Chris Long, Adam Molineux, Adam Potulski, Josh Roesener, Travis Roop, Josh Rucci, Josh Smith, Mike Sock, Ed Stewart, Joe Summers

Psi Chi
Psychology Honors Society

Officers: Kristie Bruno, Terra Vicario, Erica Henninger, Tara Russo, Casey Al vazian, Krista Bailey, Bridget Baines, Megan Binasiewicz, Julieanne Dous, Leah Miller, Dorothy Rowles, Margaret Rowles, Tara Spahr, Deborah Stickney, Jamie Szuchyt, Meghan Parris, Rebecca Mersky, Kristin Kinelski
Psychology Club
Officers: Kristie Bruno, Allison Lang, Dorothy Rowles, Nickolett Takacs, Duane Todd, Erica Henninger
Megan Aiello, Violet Fernandez, Brittany Battaglio, Jeffrey Giordano, Brandi Carey, Susan Kildea, JulieAnne Dous. Christine Maurer, Carla Dolio, Lauren Bullock, Deborah Stickeney, Annie Lai, Brooke Swalm, Dana Hills, Karina Campbell, Angela Tucker, Prianka De, Margaret Rowles, Shawn Park, Joelle Turner, Emily Paul, Faith Lockner, Carolynne Juniewicz, Lisa Johnson, Jessica Markowitz, Kristin Kinelski, Stephanie Perkins, Wesley Harden, John Cicchetti, Joseph Bottilo, Priscilla Kean, Sarah Napolitan, Kristin Papenberg, Megan Parris

Pre-Legal Society
Officers: Aaron Lane, Kelly Rothermel, Jon Ichter, Lindsey Glah, Rebecca Rinehart

Chess Club
John Grebe, Frank Romascavage, Matt Miller, Joseph Bailey, Brian Hesselbach, Antin Milukas
Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship

Chris Cocca, JP Flory, Scott Reeder, Rebecca Chilcoat, Jocelyn Erickson, Jeff Adler, Mark Hineman, Ciara Rodgers, Thela Quencer, Allyson Kronsteiner, Brian Marks, Jamie Szuchyi, Vicky Evereklian, Chris Nagle, Amy Zieser, Andy Cliff, Brad Molnar, John Grebe, Jay Markovits, Allison Bierly, Shawn Park, Rob Albert, Kelly Tessena, Brandy Dell, Corie Kems, Haley Turney, Jacquie Mullenex, Will Hodge, Shawna Eddy, Sam Chamein, Vicky Appleman, Megan Hershey, Chad Hogg, Liz Hill, Jon Icker, Katherine Northrup, Mary Katherine Shull, Rachel Zeigler, Amy Williams, Stephanie Perkins, Jared Mitchell, Joe Calhoun, John Matthew, Nicole Schwendel, Shaina Schmeltzle, Joshua Kistner, Greg Keresztury, Laura Long, Mee-Jee Lee, Fallon Wilson, Jeffrey Garcia, Arianna Brewer, Lauren Segal, Dr. Andrew Economopoulos, PhD, Dr. Duke Pesta, PhD.

Students Together Against Rape
S.T.A.R.

Thela Quencer, Victoria Scheinfeld, Kelly Byrne, Mona Singh, Ranch Gold, Candice Wellens, Amber Frame, Kristin Katona, Karen Todd, Roxanne Baten, Brittany Mentzer, Meghan Bryant, Michelle Janelins, Meaghan Nelsen, Jennifer Repetto, William Hodge, Carolyinne Juniewicz, Lynn Schwarting, Stephanie McNulty, Michelle Hornbaker, Sandra Davis, Salita Kaitha, Mark Wolfrey, Dennis Kearney, Tricia Dunn, Maura Strauman, Tonya Towles, Karina Campbell, Angela Tucker, Sarah Yemane, Amanda Busher, Jacquelyn Roberts

Hillel

Jillian McFadden
Ari Nepion
Danielle Leshaw
Eli Goldstein
Whitians Honors Society

Megan Guziewicz, Krista Bailey, Kristie Bruno, Whitney Daniels, Susan Fialkowski, Anne Flannery, Amy Garber, Danica Godri, Natalie MacConnell, Christine Maurer, Rebecca Mersky, Alicia Morgans, Heather Potts, Patricia Quinn, Kelly Rothermel, Deborah Sarmento, Laura Share, Deborah Stickney, Terra Vicario, Allison Wagner, Kim Forys

Brownback Anders Premedical Society


Christian Fellowship Of Ursinus Athletes

Mark Hineman, Laren Carrescia, Heqther Pugh, Tyrone Beers, Shawn Eddy, Sam Chamelin, Rob Albert, Ryan Smith, Jay Marakovits, Amanda Busher, Bridget Young, Alliso Wagner, Stephanie Clark, Robert Johnson, Evan DiBlasio, Christina Ng, Lauren Segal, Mary Shull, Cassie Stewart, Andrew Grau, Casey Aivazian, Kevin Nelson, Armand DeThomas
Ursinus Best Buddies and their friends travel to Merrymead Farms during the fall for Face Painting, Pumpkin Picking, and Fun.

Harry “Fire” Michael Struts his stuff for the R.H.A. sponsored “Date Auction”.

S.t.a.r. Members Carolynne Juniewicz and Thela Quencer bundle up in the cold for Take Back the night.
USGA Judges "battle" it out over the winners in the USGA sponsored event, Battle of the bands.

Battle of the Bands performer, Drew Peterson and his band Overshooting Jacob, tries to wins over the judges with his infectious smile.

Ursinus S.C.U.B.A. members dive down south over winter break to visit Epcot.
Posing for a picture at the Loreli

Homecoming Nominees for S.U.N. eagerly wait to hear the final results for King and Queen.

Peter Elek, Rachael Swymer, Julia Campbell, and Bradford Joyce dress up for Halloween
Clubs and Organizations
Not Pictured:

Association for Computing Machinery
President: Natalie MacConnell
Vice President: Nour Moghrabi
Treasurer: Anh Hua
Secretary: Brad Molnar
Advisor: Dr. Damian

Beardwood Chemical Society
President: Katie Shearer
Vice President: Cheri Faust
Treasurer: Mariam Mumtaz
Secretary: Matthew Mount
Advisor: Dr. Price

Beta Beta Beta Biological Society
President: Amanda Helwig
Vice President: Josh Adkinson
Treasurer: Allyson Kronsteiner
Secretary: Maura Strauman
Historian: Lisa Derr
Advisor: Dr. Fields

College Republicans
President: Dave Yansick
Vice President: John Mohl
Treasurer: Vicki Appleman
Secretary: Andrew Gianelli

Japanese Club
President: Tom Byrum
Vice President: Amanda Ripley
Treasurer: Dave Ronersmann
Secretary: Stephanie Perkins
Historian: Michelle Kiker
Advisor: Dr. Mizenko

The Lantern
President: Genevieve Romeo
Vice President: Raquel Pidal
Treasurer: Olatukunbo Laniya
Secretary: Rosabelle Diaz
Web Master: Ryan McLeod
Advisor: Dr. Volkmer

Neumann Association
President: John Mohl
Advisor: Dr. Rice

Organization of Commuting Students
President: Alan Silverstein
Vice President: Andy Cliff
Treasurer: Mariam Mumtaz
Secretary: Matthew Mount
Advisor: Dr. Price

Ursinus College Academic Competition Team
President: Andrew Gianelli
Vice President: Thomas Byrum
Treasurer: John Ramsey
Advisor: Dr. Goetz

Ursinus Blue Note Jazz Society
President: Geoff Brace
Vice President: Greg Striano
Advisor: Todd McKinney

Ursinus College Democrats
President: Heather D. Miller
Vice President: Sean Conley
Treasurer: Joseph Calhoun
Secretary: James Albert
Advisor: Dr. Evans

Ursinus Forensics Society
President: Elizabeth Drobit-Blair
Vice President: John Mohl
Advisor: Dr. Czubaroff

Ursinus Outdoors Society
President: Brice Shirbach
Vice President: Joel Eline
Treasurer: Glen Digwood
Advisor: Dr. Engstrom

Ursinus Right to Life Organization
President: John Mohl
Vice President: Carol Bohny
Treasurer: Andrew Gianelli
Secretary: Christine Maurer
V.P./Fundraising: Brian Marks
Advisor: Dr. Economopolous

WVOU (Radio Station)
Manager: Rich Collins
Asst. Manager: Jon Ichter
Music Director: Matt McDermot
Other: Emily Gillis
Advisor: Dr. Miller
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